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ABSTRACT 

 

 During the past years, next-generation sequencing techniques have allowed 

large-scale sequencing and generated an enormous and constantly increasing 

quantity of genomic data. This scenery, together with the development of cheap, 

faster and modern microbiological techniques, has allowed scientists to produce 

more data with higher quality. However, this advance has created management 

issues to microbiological laboratories which deal with NGS and biological collections.  

 Considering those management issues, the main goal of this study is to 

develop a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS) to support these 

laboratories in the management of the generated data. LabControl was implemented 

as a web-based system, using the programming language Java. Its functionalities 

and data model were designed according to literature, data patterns and 

researchers’ opinions.  

 As a result, a reliable and validated data model was specified and the 

functionalities of the system were designed based on that model. To address the 

established needs, the architecture of the system was designed and the 

technologies to be used were chosen. The system has been built with the usage of 

modern and reliable technologies, and based on good practices of scientific 

computing and software development.  

 LabControl is presented as a comprehensive open-source LIMS specialized in 

managing NGS and biologic collections microbiological data. Nevertheless, the 

system can be used by any microbiological laboratory due to its capability to handle 

any type of information from in silico, in vivo and in vitro experiments. Finally, 

LabControl presents an easy-to-use interface and can be easily expanded to handle 

non-addressed features.  
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STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

 This dissertation is divided into six chapters. Chapter one presents an 

introduction to the discussed topics. The motivation and aims of this work are 

presented in chapters two and three, respectively. Chapter four shows the 

methodology used in this dissertation. The results are presented in chapter five, and 

the discussion is presented in chapter six. In chapter seven, the conclusion and 

perspectives of this work are shown. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Omics Sciences 

 

 According to Weinstein (1998), omics can be comprehended as the study of 

entities such as DNA and RNA as a whole (WEINSTEIN, 1998). Currently, the use of 

high-throughput methods in molecular biology and their applications is 

comprehended as omics (BARH et al., 2013) and it is used to study organisms in 

terms of their molecules roles, relationships and actions. According to Barh et al. 

(2012), the four major fields of study in this area are Genomics, Transcriptomics, 

Proteomics and Metabolomics (BARH et al., 2012).  

 The field of genomics can be comprehended as the study of the genome, 

which is the whole genetic complement of an organism. To this aim, techniques such 

as DNA sequencing are employed and the generated data is analyzed to explore 

genomes’ structure and function (MCKUSICK & RUDDLE, 1987; MADIGAN, 2015).  

 Transcriptomics is the study the transcriptome, which is the complete set of 

RNA produced in an organism, using methods such as microarray or RNA-seq to 

understand which transcripts are produced under a specific condition or in a specific 

cell. (VELCULESCU et al., 1997; MCGETTIGAN, 2013; MADIGAN, 2015).   

 Proteomics is considered the study of the proteome, which is the complete set 

of proteins of an organism. This aims to explore proteins’ structure, function and 

activity in an organism (WASINGER et al., 1995; KELLNER, 2000; MADIGAN, 

2015). 

 Metabolomics refers to the study of the metabolome, the complete set of 

metabolite intermediates and other small molecules of an organism, through their 

systematic identification and quantification (FIEHN, 2002; MADIGAN, 2015).  

 This work will concentrate on the genomic field of study.   

1.1.1. Genomics 

 

 Genomic studies have allowed a better comprehension of DNA sequences 

since the Sanger method development (SANGER et al., 1977), and this field of study 

was officially stated in 1987 (MCKUSICK & RUDDLE, 1987). Next Generation 

Sequencing (NGS) technologies have allowed large-scale sequencing and 
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generated an enormous and constantly increasing quantity of genomic data (FIELD 

et al., 2008; MOREIRA et al., 2015). These improvements of the sequencing 

methods have drastically increased the number of genome projects and fostered 

knowledge generation. Public databases such as NCBI and GOLD have grown due 

to this phenomenon (as it is shown in Figure 1) and it has allowed the exploration of 

these genomes aiming to extract new information and knowledge (GARRITY et al., 

2015). 

 

 

Figure 1 – Genome Projects growth from GOLD database. 

  

 Despite the possibilities brought by NGS technology, some issues appeared 

with this data explosion such as management and standardization problems. This 

huge amount of data and the information about this data (metadata) can be 

processed, compared, interpreted, shared and reused by researchers (PEREZ-

ARRIAGA et al., 2015). These tasks may be facilitated or complicated by the data 

completeness and standardization as well as the adopted management strategy, 

considering that good management strategies prevent data to be lost and provide 

reliable and available information. 
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  In Bioinformatics, the most common genomic processes that generate data 

and metadata are sequencing, assembly and annotation; a general vision of these 

processes is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Most common genomic processes that generate data and metadata.  

 

 The sequencing process can be comprehended as the identification of the 

nucleotides of a certain DNA fragment such as a chromosome, a plasmid or a gene 

(Figure 2A). The nucleotides compose the DNA molecule as subunits, which are 

formed by a sugar, a phosphate and a nitrogenous base (SANGER et al., 1977; 

PIERCE, 2011; MARIANO, 2015). As a result of this technique, the identified 

fragments of DNA called reads are obtained (Figure 2B), and the application of 

A B 

C 

D 

E F 

G 
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bioinformatics techniques in these reads can generate a fragment or a whole 

genome sequence (MOREIRA et al., 2015). 

 The analysis of the obtained reads to reconstruct the DNA fragment or 

molecule is called assembly. Those reads are aligned and overlapped to generate 

contigs (Figure 2C), which can be sorted to form a scaffold (Figure 2D), and the 

remaining gaps can be filled. This process can result in a complete (Figure 2E) or 

incomplete (Figure 2F) DNA fragment, e.g.: the first can be a complete genome and 

the second can be a draft, which can be further investigated to extract knowledge 

and enrich our genetic understanding (LANDER et al., 2001; MARIANO, 2015; 

MOREIRA et al., 2015; ABURJAILLE et al., 2015).  

 With the bases identified and correctly sorted, the resulting file may be 

investigated to discover which genes are present in the fragment.  This approach is 

called structural and functional annotation (Figure 2G) and can be done 

automatically and/or manually. Generally, this is performed first by software and then 

carefully curated by a human who analyzes the software predictions, correcting them 

when it is necessary. As a result of this step, a complete genome with identified 

genes can be achieved (MOREIRA et al., 2015; ABURJAILLE et al., 2015).  

 

1.1.1.1. Genomic data patterns 

 

 According to Brooksbank and Quackennbush (2006), available data is 

useless unless it is presented in a way that analysis and interpretation are possible.  

With the genomic data explosion, standardization was needed to share, recover, 

compare and analyze the produced datasets as well as its related data in the most 

meaningful way. Those metadata are important to guide the analysis and 

comparison providing genome features referring to genome’s source, isolation, 

preservation, taxonomic characteristics, among others (FIELD AND SANSONE, 

2006; FIELD et al., 2008; MIXS PROJECT, 2016). In addition, this type of data can 

be essential to some studies such as epidemiological, genetics and evolutionary 

studies, 

 Since the late 90s, various research communities have been developing 

standards on omics data, which have influenced software developers, guided the 

development of public databases and facilitated analyses of this data (THE C. 
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ELEGANS SEQUENCING CONSORTIUM, 1998; ASHBURNER et al., 2000; 

BROOKSBANK AND QUACKENNBUSH, 2006).  

 As a result of this effort, international genomic data patterns arose; the 

Genomic Standards Consortium (GSC) created the Minimum Information about a 

Genome Sequence (MIGS) in 2008 (BROOKSBANK & QUACKENNBUSH, 2006; 

FIELD et al., 2008). More recently, this consortium has created the Minimum 

Information about any (x) Sequence (MIxS) project, which mandates the minimal 

information to be kept about a genome, metagenome or marker gene sequence 

(REDDY et. al., 2014; MIXS PROJECT, 2016). This project comprehends three 

specifications: the already presented MIGS, the Minimum Information about a 

Metagenome Sequence (MIMS) and the Minimum Information about a Marker Gene 

Sequence (MIMARKS). 

 MIGS specification, which is used in this work, is based on the idea that a 

minimum amount of information is necessary to guide comparative studies, data 

integration and knowledge generation. Such specification provides a detailed 

minimum information checklist about genome sequences, standardizing the 

information to be kept about those sequences. The use of this approach can 

increase the utility, accessibility and quality of genome sequences data (MIXS 

PROJECT, 2016). 

1.2. Biologic Collections 

 

 The Osvaldo Cruz Foundation (FIOCRUZ) defines biological collections as 

sets of organisms or their parts about which there are available information 

concerning origin, collection and identification of each specimen (PORTAL 

FIOCRUZ, 2016). There are many possible biological materials to be kept in a 

collection; among them we can highlight microorganisms. Those are characterized 

as organisms which can only be seen with a microscope (PORTER, 1976; SETTE et 

al., 2007).  Culture collections of microorganisms keep them as viable cultures which 

are commonly freeze-dried or cryopreserved. 

 Microorganism collections catalog, store and provide such specimens, 

preserving natural diversity as well as maintaining the purity of the strains for future 

studies. Besides allowing further research, keeping the strains as pure as possible 
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enables researchers to reproduce and check experiments that have already been 

done (TORTORA et al., 2012; MADIGAN et al., 2010).  

 According to Hewitt and Watson (2013), a facility to collect, preserve, store 

and supply biological samples and their associated data, following standardized 

operating procedures and providing those samples to scientific and clinical use, is 

called a biobank. Besides this definition, the term biobank is widely used in the 

literature to refer to biological resource centers (BRCs) (VAUGHT, 2016), which can 

contain: collections of culturable organisms; replicable parts of those; viable but not 

culturable cells and tissues; databases containing relevant information about the 

collections; and related bioinformatics systems (OEDC, 2007).  

 Biological collections, biobanks and BRCs can provide raw material to genetic 

and omics experiments, which turns them into an important resource tool to 

genomics studies as well as to every study that uses samples or their associated 

metadata (VAUGHT, 2016).  

 

1.2.1. Biological collections data guidelines 

 

 Biological samples management requires information systems to be 

successful, according to Casaregola (2016) information management is the key to 

operate and use culture collections. In this process, not only samples and metadata 

must be handled, but also standard operation procedures, experiments results and 

other related processes have to be recorded and made available to researchers 

(VAUGHT, 2016).  

 Due to the importance of the management process and its impact on the 

operation of the laboratory and in the produced results, national and international 

agencies and consortiums have created data guidelines. Among those, we can 

highlight the World Federation for Culture Collections (WFCC), the Brazilian Society 

of Microbiology (BSM), the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OEDC) and the Common Access to Biological Resource and 

Information (CABRI).  

 Those provide minimum sets of information to be kept about the samples and 

standard operational procedures in preservation, authentication, services provided, 

collaboration, among others (SETTE et al, 2007; OEDC, 2007; WFCC, 2010; CABRI, 
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2016B). The adoption of these procedures ensures the quality of the services and 

information provided as well as the correct operation of the laboratory that handles 

the collection. Besides that, it allows the researchers to easily integrate and compare 

samples information, facilitating knowledge extraction (VITT, 1992; BROOKSBANK 

& QUACKENBUSH, 2006; CABRI, 2016B). 

1.2.2. Management of Biological Collections 

 

 Biological collections generate large amounts of data and metadata about the 

samples and the techniques applied to those, the management of this information is 

traditionally made by spreadsheets. Currently, researchers are performing larger 

studies with lots of samples and creating more samples due to modern, cheap and 

fast techniques. This scenery complicates the use of spreadsheets to retrieve, share, 

integrate, compare and query the generated data and metadata. Those tasks can 

demand from the researchers a great amount of effort, or even be impossible to be 

performed. Besides, this approach can cause data loss or inconsistency, leading 

laboratories to suffer financial losses, have tired and inefficient researchers that 

spend too much time organizing data and looking for samples or, worse, find wrong 

results due to outdated or inconsistent information (LIST et. al., 2014; BLAZEK et. 

al., 2015; QUO et. al., 2005; RHOADS et. al., 2014).  

 This scenery caused information systems to emerge aiming to solve these 

issues and other issues related to laboratory practices, such as experiments results 

and omics data management. Those belong to the class of the Laboratory 

Information Systems (LIS), and can provide the information-processing needs of the 

laboratories (ÇAĞINDI et. al., 2004; QUO et. al., 2005; HENRICKS, 2016).  

 Even with LIS advantages, academic laboratories are normally not able to 

afford the costs of commercial software and there is not so much free software to 

support all laboratories necessities (LIST et. al., 2014). This situation reflects on the 

management situation of those laboratories as it can be seen on Table 1, which 

shows the management strategy of some featured collections in Brazil and 

worldwide. 

 The American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), Collection of Institute Pasteur 

(CIP) and German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ), which 

are international, use not available software to perform the management. The 
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Brazilian collections Microbial Culture Collection of Bahia (CCMB), Collection of 

Bacteria from Environment and Health (CBAS), Collection of Microorganisms and 

Cells of UFMG (CMC-UFMG), Brazilian Collection of Environmental and Industrial 

Microorganisms (CBMAI) and LGCM collection use either a free software or 

spreadsheets to manage the collection.  

 

Table 1 – Management strategies used by some biological collections. 

Information sources: 1 - (INSTITUTE PASTEUR, 2016); 2 – (ROMANO, 2005; CABRI, 2016); 3- 
Personal communications; 4 - (SICOL CBMAI, 2016) 5 - (SICOL CBAS, 2016) 

Collection Digitalization strategy Availability Source 

ATCC Not informed - 2 

CIP CABRI Not available 2 

DSMZ CABRI Not available 2 

CBAS SiCol Free 5 

CMC-UFMG Google drive 
Spreadsheets 

Free 3 

CCMB Spreadsheets Free 3 

CBMAI SiCol Free 4 

LGCM Collection Spreadsheets Free 3 

 

1.2.3. Laboratory Information Systems 

 

 With the raise of laboratorial information due to the advances of microbiology 

as well as to the NGS explosion, information systems have become essential to 

successfully run a laboratory (SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013; DUBEY et al., 2012). 

Those can be called by different names such as Laboratory Information Systems 

(LIS), Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS), microbiology LIS and 

other variations according to the purpose of the system (e.g. systems designed to 

clinical laboratories can be called clinical LIS). Through bibliographic research, it is 

possible to understand LIS as any software designed and intended to be used by a 

laboratory and LIMS as a software designed to be used by a laboratory with the 

intention to manage the whole laboratory operation or featured parts of it (RHOADS 

et. al., 2014; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013; LIST et. al., 2014; ÇAĞINDI et. al., 

2004; PRASAD & BODHE, 2012).  

 Information systems regarding laboratory data have appeared in the early 

1980s as centralized systems in the pharmaceutical industry. Those evolved along 

with the technology going to web-enabled (1996) and finally to fully web oriented 
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systems (2004) (PRASAD & BODHE, 2012). This change allowed information to be 

shared among researchers and easily recovered via the usage of a web browser. 

The purpose of LIMS also evolved; it started for results and financial management 

and today it is focused on providing a user-friendly and integrated solution to 

manage the information generated in the laboratory (ÇAĞINDI et. al., 2004; 

PRASAD & BODHE, 2012; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013).   

 With the use of information systems in the laboratory environment, it has been 

proven that those tools can improve microbiology laboratories’ efficiency, accuracy, 

precision and rapidity (RHOADS et. al., 2014). Significant amounts of time can be 

saved by the use of a LIMS considering that information is available, easily 

accessible and interpretable. It allows the researchers to concentrate on experiments 

and results generation instead of data or samples management problems (TAGGER, 

2011, LIST et. al., 2014). The usage of LIMS can drastically contribute to the quality, 

efficiency and competitiveness of a laboratory (ÇAĞINDI et. al., 2004).  

 A great amount of commercial software exists to this purpose, but those are 

not affordable to academic laboratories, which normally use open-source systems. 

According to List et. al. (2014) open-source LIMS are often customized to some 

specific activity or data as it is shown in Table 2. Among the possible focuses of 

those systems, this work concentrates on the management of the laboratory in 

general, microbial samples, genomic data and the related metadata. 

 

Table 2 – Examples of LIMS software 

Software name Main purpose Reference 

BikaLIMS1 Clinical studies  - 

LabIs Substance synthesis studies (BLAZEK et al., 2015) 

Omics metadata management 
software 

Next-generation sequencing 
projects 

(PEREZ-ARRAIGA et al., 
2015) 

OpenLabFramework Vector constructs and cell line 
library sample tracking 

(LIST et al., 2014) 

openBIS ELN-LIMS Academic scientific project 
management 

(BARILLARI et al., 2016) 

MendelLIMS Clinical genome sequencing (GRIMMES & HANLEE, 
2014) 

SAVANAH Management of High-Throughput  
Screening Libraries 

(LIST et al., 2016) 

 

 Based on the literature, some important features of this kind of LIMS have 

been stated as shown on Table 3. 

                                            
1 Available in: <https://www.bikalims.org/> 
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Table 3 – Important features regarding LIMS for the management of laboratory in 

general, microbial samples, genomic data and the related metadata that are 

designed for academic laboratories.  

Feature Justification/Description Reference 

Open-source code  Open-source code allows academic laboratories 
to use the software without license/maintenance 

costs as well as to add new functionalities to 
those 

(LIST et. al., 2014) 

Documentation  A good documentation is essential to allow 
software easy maintenance and functionalities 
addition, and support users to learn how to use 

the software 

(LIST et. al., 2014; 
WILSON et. al., 2014; 
SOMMERVILE, 2011) 

Standard operation 
procedures support 

 

Standard Operation Procedures (SOP) support, 
improve, or even guarantee (when the 

procedures are strictly followed) the quality of 
the laboratory’s service and results  

(HEWITT & WATSON, 
2013; SEPULVEDA & 

YOUNG, 2013) 

Sample management 
and tracking 

 

The management of the samples and the related 
metadata are almost impossible to be done 

safely and efficiently without information 
systems. In addition, tracking the physical 
localization of the sample facilitates the 
organization and management of those.  

(WFCC, 2010; LIST et. 
al., 2014; ÇAĞINDI et. 

al., 2004) 

Sample receipt and 
sending (flow) support 

 

The description of WFCC records about the 
samples and the description of an “ideal LIS” 

state that the samples flows must be recorded; 
also, recording information to huge amounts of 

samples is difficult without a software 

(WFCC, 2010; 
SEPULVEDA & 
YOUNG, 2013; 

KAMMERGRUBER et. 
al., 2014) 

Sample collections 
international guidelines 

 

Following international guidelines to keep data 
allows the generated data to be useful to future 
research through facilitated comparison against 

other standardized data 

(SETTE et al, 2007; 
OEDC, 2007; WFCC, 
2010; CABRI, 2016B) 

Bibliography support 
 

The recovery of bibliography without digging into 
directories or public databases accelerates 
discoveries and saves researchers’ effort   

(TAGGER, 2011) 

Web-based 
 

Easy access to data is essential to LIMS 
software. A web-based system can provide this 

functionality and facilitate data sharing 

(TAGGER, 2011) 

Genomic data support 
 

Due to exponential increase of quantity and 
quality of genomic data, efficient approaches to 

manage this data are required 

(GRIMES & HANLEE, 
2014; KYRPIDES et. 

al., 2014) 

Genomic data patterns 
 

The adoption of international data patterns 
allows researchers to efficiently compare and 

share information 

(FIELD et. al.,2008; 
FIELD et. al.,2011) 

Reports support 
 

Reports are useful to biologists by helping in the 
knowledge extraction and management of the 

laboratory activities 

(SEPULVEDA & 
YOUNG, 2013; LIST 

et. al., 2014) 

Security 
 

User login and different roles are needed to 
elevate the security of the system 

(SEPULVEDA & 
YOUNG, 2013; LIST 

et. al., 2014) 

Audit-logging 
 

The security of the LIMS can be enhanced by 
the storage of information insertions, 

modifications and deletions performed in the 
software as well as the user who did that. 

(LIST et. al., 2014; 
GRIMES & HANLEE, 

2014) 

. 
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 During the bibliographic research done to this work, it was not found a unique 

LIMS to manage the laboratory in general, microbial samples, genomic data  and the 

related metadata. Consequently, it was not found systems to meet the previously 

presented important features. This situation emphasizes the necessity of the 

development of a LIMS to support the microbiological laboratories that deal with 

biological collections and sequencing data. 

 

1.3. Software Engineering 

  

 According to Sommerville (2011), Software Engineering is the discipline that 

focuses on all aspects of the software production, from the early stages of 

discovering the software purpose to the maintenance phase. The set of activities that 

leads to the production of a software product is called software process, and it can 

be generally divided into four fundamental activities: 

 

(a) Software specification: In this stage, functionalities and constraints on the 

software’s operation are defined. 

(b) Design and implementation: Ways to meet the designed specifications are 

elaborated and implemented in this activity. 

(c) Validation: In this activity, it is checked whether the software meets the 

users’ needs. 

(d) Evolution: Over time, users’ needs may change. This activity consists of 

the product evolvement to meet the new necessities. 

 

 Software process models are representations of the software processes, 

which serve as guidelines to the development. Those can be categorized as plan-

driven and agile processes. The first states that all activities must be planned in 

advance and the success is measured against the plain. The second treats planning 

as an incremental activity that can change according to the user’s requirements 

changes. 

 The previously described activities can be differently organized according to 

the chosen software process model, sometimes being performed in sequence, 

interleaved or organized in different manners. Among those activities, specification 
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(also called requirements engineering), is a critical stage of the software process 

because of its impact in the resulting product. Bad specifications can lead software 

to hamper users’ life through an unreal or distorted representation of the automated 

processes, or even be useless (SOMMERVILLE, 2011; PRESSMAN, 2011). The 

software requirements process can be subdivided into four activities as it can be 

seen in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 – Scheme of software specification general sub-activities based on Sommerville 
(2011)  

 

 The execution of those sub-activities with attention and care can lead to good 

specifications. It facilitates successful software construction, meeting the users’ 

needs and really enhancing the automated processes (SOMMERVILLE, 2011). To 

LIMS software, as to any kinds of software, requirements engineering is crucial. A 

proper study of the laboratory routine and functionalities is essential to a really 

helpful LIMS (SOMMERVILLE, 2011; PRASAD & BODHE, 2012).  

 According to Casaregola (2016), in the construction of information systems to 

culture collections, the opinion of the users is rarely taken into account. This can 
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affect the level of comprehension of the developers of the software requirements 

and, as a consequence, negatively affect the impact of the software in the 

researcher’s life (CASAREGOLA et al., 2016; SOMMERVILLE, 2011).  

 To ensure that the specified needs are addressed in the system, tests are 

performed. Those are essential to evaluate the usefulness of the software and an 

important part of the software process. Aller and Salazar (2016) highlighted the 

necessity of submitting the system prototype to a real laboratory (SOMMERVILLE, 

2011; ALLER & SALAZAR, 2016). 
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2. MOTIVATION 

  

 In the past decade, the NGS revolution has generated genomic data in an 

exponential rate and allowed more comprehensive analysis of this data, achieving 

better results and scientific conclusions. In addition to the possibilities of research, 

such genomic explosion brought challenges on data management and 

standardization, which have not been completely solved until the present day (FIELD 

et al., 2011; FIELD et al., 2008). Along with this explosion, data regarding laboratory 

experiments have also increased in quality and quantity due to modern, fast and 

cheap techniques, creating more challenges for researchers to manage and extract 

good results from the generated data (DUBEY et al., 2012). 

 According to Krypides et al. (2014), DNA sequencing information is essential 

to collections, bringing this NGS data challenge to the collections reality (GRIMES & 

HANLEE, 2014). Sample collections data and metadata influence in other studies 

and may ruin them if the information is wrong or outdated (LIST et. al., 2014; 

BLAZEK et. al., 2015; QUO et. al., 2005; RHOADS et. al., 2014). Currently, biobank 

facilities are required to provide the related metadata with the samples to the users, 

turning an effective management even more critical (HEWITT & WATSON, 2013).  

 Larger studies have been allowed through the previously presented 

scenarios, comparing thousands of samples and/or genomes and achieving amazing 

results. However, the process of comparison can be laborious or even impossible 

due to non-standardized data, taking unnecessary time and effort from researches 

and turning standardization essential to store and publish data (BROOKSBANK & 

QUACKENNBUSH, 2006; FIELD et al., 2011; GRIMES & HANLEE, 2014).  

 To solve these problems, laboratories have been using spreadsheets or LIMS 

to manage huge amounts of laboratorial data as well as to manage sample 

collections (TAGGER, 2011). As stated before, the spreadsheets approach can take 

a great amount of effort to the researchers and be costly, besides the fact that this 

approach is more likely to present errors due to human-guided data manipulation. 

(DUBEY et. al., 2012; LIST et. al., 2014; RHOADS et. al., 2014) 

 LIMS is the ideal tool to improve the management scenario and drastically 

contribute to the quality of the generated results as well as to the efficiency and 

competitiveness of a laboratory (ÇAĞINDI et. al., 2004; RHOADS et. al., 2014). In 
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the bibliographic research done to this dissertation, it was not found a unique LIMS 

to support the management of the laboratory in general, microbial samples, genomic 

data, and the related metadata. It highlights the necessity of the development of a 

new LIMS tool that embraces the previously presented needs, providing a helpful 

and complete bioinformatics tool to manage genomic data, microbial samples and 

the laboratory in general.  
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3. AIMS 

3.1. General aim 

 

 Develop a LIMS software to support the management of genomic data, 

microbial samples and the laboratory in general, handling the generated data 

regarding in vivo, in silico and in vitro techniques.  

3.2. Specific Aims 

 

• Understand researchers’ needs concerning biologic samples, genomic data 

and laboratorial data in general. 

• Identify data patterns concerning microbiological genomic and samples data.  

• Design, develop and make available the LIMS created according to the 

previous findings.   
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4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1. Software development methodology 

  

 LabControl’s development was inspired on agile software process models 

according to Somerville (2011) and Pressman (2011). In this methodology, the 

previously explained activities of the software process (specification, design and 

implementation, and validation) are done in cycles which are repeated until the end 

of the software production, as shown in Figure 4. When maintenance (software 

evolution) is needed, the same process is done.  

 

 

Figure 4 – Software process cycle used in LabControl’s production 

 

 In the very beginning of the software production, more time was spent in 

specification to state the first set of requirements, which was designed and validated 

with potential users. Then, database design was performed based on the stated 

requirements and followed by implementation and validation of the designed 

database with potential users. Afterwards, the software itself was designed and the 

implementation was performed to small parts of the product followed by the 

validation of the coded parts. When some problem appeared in the validation stage, 
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the coded part was re-designed and re-implemented, and if necessary, the 

specifications were refined or updated. This cycle continued until the end of the 

software’s implementation and testing, considering that the more parts of the 

software were ready, the more comprehensive tests were made. A more detailed 

explanation of the activities performed in each stage can be seen as follows.   

 

4.1.1. Specification 

  

 Before the proposal of this dissertation, a feasibility study was performed to 

understand if a LIMS would properly support the management of the laboratorial 

data and if there was a necessity to produce a new LIMS, considering that the 

laboratory that supported this work (Laboratory of Cellular and Molecular Genetics, 

LGCM) has suffered because of inadequate management.  

 The requirements elicitation and analysis process was performed in three 

steps, as follows.  

(a) Identification of stakeholders: people who can be benefited from this 

system directly or not were identified in this step. 

(b) Interviews: it was performed interviews with bioinformaticians that work 

with NGS microbial data analysis, wet-lab researchers that use microbial 

strains in their research, researchers that work both in in silico analysis 

and wet-lab experiments (hybrids). The number of researchers interviewed 

by area is summarized in Table 3, 16 people were interviewed in total.   

 

Table 4 - Number of researchers interviewed by area 

Researchers Number of researchers 

Bioinformaticians  4 

Wet-lab researchers  6 

Hybrid researchers 6 

Total 16 

 

(c) Comprehension of the automated processes: the modeled (automated) 

processes were studied through bibliographic research, observation of 

researchers’ routine of information management and usage, and analysis 

of the management technique used in LGCM (spreadsheets).  
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 Step (a) was performed at first, and then steps (b) and (c) were performed in 

parallel, considering that (a) was performed according to Pressman (2011) and (b) 

according to Sommerville (2011). After this, the requirements were stated 

(requirements specification) and validated with the stakeholders. This statement and 

validation was repeated until the requirements met the users’ needs. The 

requirements were divided into two main categories: user requirements and system 

requirements. The first one refers to an abstract description using natural language 

of the services provided by the system as well as its restrictions. The second one 

exposes what is going to be implemented and it is divided into functional and non-

functional system requirements. Functional system requirements represent the 

system functions, and non-functional system requirements represent demands such 

as security, availability and usability. All requirements were classified in essential, 

important or desirable, depending on their role in the system (SOMMERVILLE, 

2011).  

 

4.1.2. Design and implementation 

  

 At first, the architecture of the software was designed and the used 

technologies were chosen. The architecture was designed based on the concepts 

shown in Silveira et al. (2012). Afterwards, the database was projected using Astah2 

tool and the implementation of both software and database started. Software 

implementation was done using NetBeans3 Integrated Development Environment 

(IDE) and Java programming language; database implementation was done using 

PostgreSQL4 database. The framework Hibernate5 was used to the object-relational 

mapping between PostgreSQL and Java, the framework Spring6 was used to 

Dependency Injection (DI), Inversion of Control (IoC) and to REST service 

implementation; it was configured by using Spring Boot7. The framework Spring 

                                            
2 Available in: <http://astah.net/download> 
3 Available in: <https://netbeans.org/downloads/> 
4 Available in: <https://www.postgresql.org/download/> 
5 Available in: <http://hibernate.org/orm/ 
6 Available in: <http://projects.spring.io/spring-framework/> 
7 Available in: <http://projects.spring.io/spring-boot/> 
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Security8 was used to support the security demand. To interface implementation, it 

was used HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap9 and AngularJS10.  

  

4.1.3. Validation 

 

 LabControl has been validated according to Sommerville (2011) and it can be 

understood in three different processes: development testing, system testing and 

acceptance testing. Development testing is the process of independently testing 

every constructed piece of software in order to ensure that this component or 

function is properly working. System testing consists of checking if the constructed 

and already tested components can work together without failures; both 

development testing and system testing have been performed by the developers. 

Acceptance testing can be comprehended as the final stage of software testing, 

where the entire system is tested by the developer and the users or potential users 

of the software (SOMMERVILLE, 2011).  

  

                                            
8 Available in: <http://projects.spring.io/spring-security/> 
9 Available in: <http://getbootstrap.com/> 
10 Available in: <https://angularjs.org/> 
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5. RESULTS  

5.1. Requirements 

5.1.1. User requirements 

 

 LabControl shall store, manage and make data regarding microbiology 

laboratories with focus on NGS and samples available through a web interface. All 

kinds of handled information can be added, changed and visualized; some 

information can be excluded or deactivated. All actions performed in the system 

must be stored as a history, and exclusions, activations or deactivations have to be 

associated with a reason. Those peculiar actions can be only executed by 

administrators.  

 In a general view, LabControl models the data according to the workflow 

showed in Figure 5. With a given sample it is possible to associate it with a biological 

collection, register the usage of SOPs and register the related bibliographic 

production. Besides, it is possible to register related sequencings, assemblies, 

annotations and submissions to public databases.  

 

 

Figure 5 – LabControl’s general workflow view 
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 A detailed description of the system consisting of the handled information and 

its restrictions is organized by the different handled topics and presented as follows. 

In this description, the method or methods used to elicit the stated requirements are 

presented in checkboxes at the end of each section (see 4.4.1 Specification to a 

detailed explanation of those methods).   

 

5.1.1.1. History 

 

 A history concerning all modifications performed on the stored data has to be 

maintained. Any addition, modification or deletion has to be kept along with the date 

and the user that performed the action; in case of deletion or deactivation (a kind of 

modification), a reason must be stored. Such modifications have to be stored in 

chronological order. 

  

       Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

       Bibliographic research 

       Spreadsheets analysis 

 Used references: (ÇAĞINDI et. al., 2004; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013) 

 

5.1.1.2. Collaborators 

 

 In the software, collaborators are people or institutions that participate in any 

stage in the processes modeled by LabControl. Concerning those, the system has to 

store the name, the related laboratory and an email; the latter must be unique to 

each collaborator. Those can only be excluded if they are not recorded in the history 

and if there is no user associated to them. Collaborators can be activated or 

deactivated, and can only be excluded if there is no mention about them in the 

history.  

 

       Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

       Bibliographic research 

       Spreadsheets analysis 
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5.1.1.3. Users 

 

 A registered user is required to use the system. In addition to a related 

collaborator, it has to be kept a username in “name.surname” format, a password 

consisting of a minimum of eight characters, the type of the user and the status 

(activated or deactivated). A user can only be excluded if there is no related record in 

the history, otherwise it can be just activated or deactivated. The registration of new 

users can only be done by administrators, and each user can edit their own user. 

 In the system, the users can take three roles: administrator, researcher or 

guest. Administrators have access to all functionalities of the software, researchers 

are not allowed to delete and activate/deactivate, and guests are only allowed to 

visualize the stored data, except for history data.  

 

 

       Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

       Bibliographic research 

       Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (OEDC, 2007; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013; LIST et. al., 2014)  

 

5.1.1.4. Strains 

 

 In LabControl, strains can only be excluded if there is no register related to it, 

and that can only be done by an administrator, with a given reason. The stored 

information about the strains shall consist of a current strain code, a customized 

strain code, an old strain code, ploidy, propagation, number of replicons, trophic 

level, identifier, depositor and the information regarding to growth condition, isolation, 

preservation, collection, taxonomic characteristics and additional characteristics.  

 Old strain code is used in the case of current strain code be changed, to 

facilitate the transition and maintain the reference to the old code. A situation that 

requires this change is the genetic modification of a strain, for example Lactococcus 

lactis strain NZ9000, which is a genetic modification of L. lactis strain MG1363 

(LINARES et al., 2010). 
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  The customized code is composed by the acronym of the collection or the 

owner laboratory plus the current strain code; this information is used to define the 

name of the strain in the managed collection. For example, if it was registered a 

strain with current strain code “CP1002” from the laboratory “LGCM”, the customized 

code should be LGCM_CP1002, the underline should be added to facilitate reading. 

 The remaining information is presented with details as follows.  

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (SETTE et al, 2007; FIELD et al., 2008; WFCC, 2010) 

 

5.1.1.4.1. Collection 

 

 Data concerning how a sample was collected should contain collection date, 

geographic localization (city, state, country, geographic coordinates and depth), the 

biome in which the sample was collected and the environment description. The latter 

can comprehend humidity conditions, dust conditions, oxygen level and other 

conditions of the environment where the strain was collected.  

 Additionally, the host or substrate is stored as well as the localization of the 

strain in the host, the host’s health state, the biotic relationship and the used SOP. 

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (OEDC, 2007; WFCC, 2010; VAUGHT, 2016) 

 

5.1.1.4.2. Isolation and preservation 

 

 Concerning the methodology used to isolate the sample, it is relevant to keep 

the isolation date, the collaborator who isolated the strain, the used SOP, and any 

additional information shall be kept as comments. About the preservation 
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methodology, it is necessary to store the used SOP and additional information if 

necessary; as in the preservation, additional information shall be kept as comments. 

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (OEDC, 2007; SETTE et al., 2007; WFCC, 2010; VAUGHT, 

2016) 

 

5.1.1.4.3. Growth conditions 

 

 Considering strain growth conditions, LabControl shall store the growth 

medium, relevant temperature or temperatures to the growth (optimal, minimum, 

maximum and others), pH, environmental conditions, humidity conditions, CO2 

condition, and other specific conditions.  

   

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (WFCC, 2010; SETTE et al., 2007; VAUGHT, 2016) 

 

5.1.1.4.4. Taxonomic characteristics 

 

 The basic taxonomic characteristics to be kept in the system are domain, 

kingdom, phylum, class, order, family, gender and species (TORTORA et al., 2012). 

Besides, other taxonomic classifications can exist as biovar concerning 

Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis (GUEDES et al., 2015) or serovar concerning 

Leptospira interrogans (MARSHALL et al., 1981); those must be stored as well. 
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      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (SETTE et al., 2007; WFCC, 2010; RHOADS et al., 2014)  

 

5.1.1.4.5. Extrachromosomal elements 

 

 Extrachromosomal elements can be associated to each strain. Concerning 

those, it shall be stored a name, the extrachromosomal element type (e.g. plasmids 

and viruses) (MCGEOCH & BELL, 2008), and any additional information shall be 

kept as comments.  

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (FIELD et. al., 2008) 

 

5.1.1.4.6. Other characteristics 

 

 Besides the already presented strains’ metadata, those can present different 

features such as biochemical characteristics, for example the ability of nitrate 

production and the color found in Gram’s method (GUEDES et al., 2015). Features 

as security level or other regulatory conditions can be stored as other characteristics 

as well. It must be possible to add as many features as necessary.  

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (WFCC, 2010; VAUGHT, 2016) 
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5.1.1.5. Strains’ sending and receiving flow 

 

 Strains’s sending and receiving flow has to be registered. About both flows, it 

has to be kept the purpose, sending responsible, receiving responsible, laboratory of 

origin and receiving laboratory, sending date, receiving date, the sent/received 

strain, sending or receiving date and a protocol number.  

 

Protocol number:  

-for sending flow: S + sending lab abbreviation + receiving lab abbreviation + id 

-for receiving flow: R + receiving lab abbreviation + sending lab abbreviation +  id 

  

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (WFCC, 2010; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013; 

KAMMERGRUBER et. al., 2014) 

 

5.1.1.6. Freezer 

 

 About the freezer/freezers that house the managed collection, it must be kept 

the number of floors, shelves, horizontal and vertical drawers and the maximum 

dimension of the box that keeps the strains. The freezer structure and maximum box 

dimension can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
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Figure 6 – Freezer that stores the biological collection 
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Figure 7 – Box where the strains are in 

 

 To track the strains in the biological collection, a tracking number is used. This 

number is created according to Figure 8, and represents the exact localization of a 

strain.  

 

 

Figure 8 – Template of the tracking number  

 For example, to register that a strain in the freezer number one, second floor, 

third shelf, tenth drawer and twenty-second place in the box, it should be used the 

number 1.2.3.10.22. A strain can be located in more than one place in the biologic 

collection. 

  

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (KAMMERGRUBER et. al., 2014; LIST et al., 2014; VAUGHT, 

2016) 

 

freezer number . floor number . shelf number . drawer number . box localization 
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5.1.1.7. Standard operating procedure 

 

 The SOPs applied to the strains or the data concerning those shall be stored 

on LabControl in file format. A SOP is comprehended as a document that determines 

instructions to perform specific or common operations in a laboratory (CORREIA, 

2005), which can be a technique or several techniques to be performed in vivo, in 

vitro or in silico. A SOP, as well as multiple SOPs, can be applied to one or more 

strains.  

 When the SOPs are applied, it shall be stored the purpose of the usage, the 

used strains, the collaborators who participate and the responsible one, the 

laboratory where it was done, the result (in file format); additional information can be 

stored as comments. 

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (VITT, 1992; HEWITT & WATSON, 2013; SEPULVEDA & 

YOUNG, 2013) 

 

5.1.1.8. Sequencing 

 

 The system shall manage sequencing data; about that, it should be stored the 

sequencing technology and platform, the used library and kit, the pair distance, the 

expected coverage and size, depth of coverage, the quantity of reads, the SOPs 

used to the sequencing and genetic material extraction, the date, the status, the 

strain source of the genetic material, a name and the collaborators who worked in 

this process as well as the responsible one.  

  

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (FIELD et al., 2008; KRYPEDES et al., 2014) 
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5.1.1.9. Assembly 

 

 Data regarding assembly shall be stored in LabControl; about that, it should 

be stored the assembly type, which can be ab initio or by reference; in case of 

reference assemblies, it is important to store which genome was used as reference. 

Data concerning the quality of the assembly such as N50, genome size, initial and 

final number of contigs, number of gaps, biggest and smallest contigs size must be 

stored as well. The programs used in the assembly are kept, as well as their 

purpose; additional information about the software usage, such as the used 

parameters can be stored as comments. If optical mapping information is used to 

help in the assembly process it should be kept, as well as the used software.  

 The used SOP, the collaborators who participated in the assembly and the 

responsible one should be stored together with the date, the status, the number of 

the project in SIMBA, a given name, the purpose of the assembly, the referred 

sequencing, the generated data and additional information.  

  

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (FIELD et al., 2008; EDWARDS & HOLT, 2013; KRYPEDES et 

al., 2014; SIMS et al., 2014; MARIANO, 2015) 

 

5.1.1.10. Annotation 

 

 Considering the annotation, it shall be stored the used SOP, the situation, the 

date, the responsible collaborator and the ones who participate in the annotation, 

and the referred sequence. The used programs and databases should be kept as 

well as the purpose of the usage. Additional information shall be kept as comments. 
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      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (FIELD et al., 2008; EDWARDS & HOLT, 2013; KRYPEDES et 

al., 2014) 

 

5.1.1.11. Submission 

   

 The data to be kept about the submission of a genome to a public database is 

the type of the submission, the code and name of the forms that are submitted with 

the sequence, the responsible collaborator, the authors, the status (in progress, 

accepted, etc.), the sending and acceptance date, the associated SOP, a given 

name, and additional information.  

 The final sequence must be kept as well. About that, it is important to store 

the associated assembly and annotation, the content of each nucleotide in the 

sequence, the locus tag, the genbank id, the date of finishing, a given name and the 

sequence itself. 

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (VARMUS, 2002; BARRET, 2012) 

 

5.1.1.12. Bibliographic production 

 

 Bibliographic production concerning the stored samples shall be kept in 

LabControl. In the system, there is the bibliographic production in general and the 

articles published by the laboratory that uses the system, which are a type of 

production. Concerning the general one, it must be kept the authors, the title, the 

DOI, the date of publication and the file or link of the production. About the second 

one, it is kept the collaborator responsible for the publication, the journal, the 

situation (e.g. in progress, sent, accepted, under correction, not accepted), the 
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sending date, the acceptance date; additional information shall be stored as 

comments. 

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references: (PRASAD & BODHE, 2012; CASAREGOLA et al., 2016) 

 

5.1.1.13. Software and databases 

 

 About the software and databases used in the processes modeled by the 

system, it shall be stored the name, the version, and a reference link or document 

(article, manual, etc.).  

 

      Interviews and observation of researchers’ routine  

      Bibliographic research 

      Spreadsheets analysis 

  Used references:  

 

5.1.2. System requirements 

 

 The system requirements were designed according to the user requirements, 

and are divided into functional and non-functional ones, as it was stated in the 

section 4.1.1 Specification of this work. The functional requirements represent the 

functions that the system should offer, and those are classified into desirable, 

important and essential ones. All the 102 functional requirements can be seen in the 

appendix I. The non-functional requirements are constrains in the system’s services 

or functions, as shown bellow.  

 

The system should: 

• be available online,  

• be secured against non-authorized login,  
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• have an easy and user-friendly interface,  

• be in English but have support to other languages as well,  

• be well documented. 

 

 

5.2. Database 

 

 The database used in this system was designed based on the user and 

system requirements (refer to 5.1). The database was designed as an entity-

relationship diagram (Figure 9) and then implemented using PostgreSQL. 
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 Figure 9 – Entity-relationship diagram 
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5.3. Software architecture and implementation 

 

 LabControl’s architecture is based on Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern 

(KRASNER & POPE, 1988; LUCKOW & MELO, 2010); a representation of that and 

the used technologies is shown in Figure 10. This architectural pattern divides the 

system into three layers of code: model, view and controller. The view is responsible 

for the visual part, which is the one that interacts with the user through the browser. 

The model is responsible for the operations related to the data handled by the 

system, such as database access and restrictions handling. The controller is 

responsible for linking the other two layers through delivering of data from one to 

another.  

 

Figure 10 – LabControl’s architecture 

 

 To implement this architecture, it was used HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap and 

AngularJS to create the view. This layer receives and sends information to the 
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controller through a RESTful web service using Data Transfer Objects (DTOs) in 

JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. The controller receives the information 

from the model and passes it to the view by the RESTful web service, built using 

Spring Framework. The model implements database access through Hibernate’s 

object-relational mapping; it handles the mapped entities together with its 

associations, restrictions and behavior. In the whole system Spring Framework is 

used for dependency injection and inversion of control; Spring’s configuration is done 

by using Spring Boot, and the management of the project dependencies is done by 

Maven.  

 It can be considered that parts of code regarding the functionalities of the 

system are spread in the three layers. The functionalities can be generally divided 

into three categories: general, NGS and biologic collection functionalities. The 

general one refers to user management and security; NGS refers to all the 

functionalities regarding NGS data management; and biological collection addresses 

all the functionalities related to the collection. A visual representation of those in the 

architecture can be seen in Figure 11.  

 

                       

 

Figure 11 – A visualization of LabControl’s functionalities in the layers of the system  
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 All the general and biological collections functionalities (except by reports) are 

implemented. The code regarding NGS functionalities is fully implemented in the 

model layer and in the database. LabControl implementation and documentation will 

be publically available on author’s GitHub 

(https://github.com/marianaparise/labcontrol).  

 As results of interface implementation, some images showing the interface 

can be seen in Figures 12, 13 and 14. Figure 12 shows the login interface, while 

Figure 13 presents the screen used to register a new strain. In Figure 14, a vision of 

a freezer is shown.  

 

 

Figure 12 – LabControl login interface 
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Figure 13 – Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing strain’s general information 

 

 

 

Figure 14 – LabControl’s visualization of the freezer 

  

 Additional figures showing the interface of the system are shown in the A 

APPENDIX II.  
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5.4. Software registration 

 

LabControl software was registered in the National Institute of Industrial Property 

(INPI) of Brazil. The certificate of registration was granted to the authors on June 7th, 

2016 as shown in the APPENDIX III.   
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6. Discussion 

 

6.1. Data model evaluation 

 

 The data model presented in the previous section was created based on the 

literature, interviews, observations of researchers’ routine, and analysis of the 

methodology used by those researchers to manage laboratory information 

(spreadsheets). This approach confers to LabControl more proximity to the reality of 

the laboratories, considering that the data model was designed and re-designed 15 

times until it was well accepted by the researchers, and considered comprehensive 

enough as well as in accordance with the literature. The interviews and observation 

approach allowed needs to be understood in a practical way and the software to be 

designed to facilitate not only management, but also to improve researchers’ 

everyday life. 

 As it was stated by Aller and Salazar (2016), systems based only on 

theoretical specifications do not meet microbiology laboratories’ needs. Modeling a 

system according to the users’ needs and receiving constant evaluation of them is 

part of the agile methodologies of software engineering. It contributes to build a more 

reliable and useful system, which will need less modifications to thoroughly fit the 

scientists’ management necessities.  

 Besides the effort done with the interviews and observation, the resulting data 

model is based on the literature and international data patterns; it makes the 

software more useful and reliable. All the biological information to be stored through 

this model was confirmed or designed according to the literature, what ensures that 

no biologically useless information is kept. In addition to that, the model was 

designed according to WFCC, SBM and GSC guidelines. This foments international 

standardization into the laboratories and facilitates future comparisons both to 

internal and external data. 

 As it was explained, this data model can be considered reliable, close to the 

reality and its usage can facilitate both researchers’ everyday life and the creation of 

new articles, thesis or dissertations due to an organized and standardized source of 

information.  
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6.2. LabControl evaluation 

 

 In this section, the produced software will be evaluated according to the 

features considered important to microbiological LIMS that deals with NGS and 

samples, which were presented in Table 2 (section 1.2.3), and compared with other 

systems as well. The discussed features can be seen as follows: 

 

(a)  Open-source code and documentation: Open-source code is considered 

indispensable to a LIMS designed to academic laboratories, and allows 

modifications from other laboratories to meet their specific needs (LIST et. al., 

2014). Considering that, LabControl was developed as an open-source LIMS 

to support microbiology academic laboratories without maintenance or license 

costs, and with the possibility of changing the software according to additional 

desired functionalities. To allow developers to understand the code, make the 

code reusable and lower maintenance effort and cost, LabControl’s 

documentation will be available together with the code on GitHub11. Making 

documentation available is a good practice of scientific computing (WILSON 

et al., 2014) and is considered essential do LIMS software (LIST et. al., 2014).  

 

(b) Standard operation procedures support: As stated by Vitt (1992), following 

SOPs is an essential good laboratory practice and it also increases the 

competitiveness of the laboratory (BLAZEK et al., 2015). Taking it into 

account, this feature is supported by LabControl. The system allows users to 

register SOPs and classify those as in vitro, in vivo and in silico experiments. 

Furthermore, SOPs can be related to the collection, isolation, growth and 

preservation of the samples. This approach allows studies to be reproducible, 

which is essential to science, as well as laboratories to standardize 

procedures and make them available in the system. Having the SOPs 

available in a centralized database lowers duplicated SOPs, and helps 

researchers to find the used procedures without asking or digging into files. 

Moreover, LabControl stores the applied techniques and experiments (SOP 

usage), which helps in the general management of the laboratory preventing 

                                            
11 https://github.com/marianaparise/labcontrol 
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experiments to be repeated without need (spending unnecessary money) and 

in the design of new experiments, as it was found in the interviews. 

Additionally, the storage of experiments results is extremely important to the 

laboratories; this keeps them available to be found by the researchers and 

avoids results loss. Rhoads (2014) discussed that results are really difficult to 

be kept in a data structure, considering that those can be numerical, texts, 

images or even have all of them together (RHOADS et al., 2014). To solve 

this issue, in LabControl results are stored as files. This approach allows 

laboratories to standardize their files and use a results model to each kind of 

experiment, considering that different experiments require different ways to 

present the findings. It provides freedom to the laboratories together with a 

way to standardize and have all the results and SOPs in an easily accessible 

repository. 

 

(c) Sample management: LabControl provides a comprehensive samples 

metadata storage, which embraces collection, isolation, growth, preservation, 

taxonomic characteristics and other characteristics. During interviews and 

observation steps, it was found that the possibility of adding other 

characteristics to the strains is extremely important, considering the myriad of 

organisms and their specific features. Besides, characteristics found by 

techniques appliance or regulatory conditions can be stored without limitations 

or need of modifications in the software. It gives freedom to the researchers to 

add any important feature and recover it without effort. Another advantage is 

that once it is found, the source can be registered in the description of the 

feature and, also, attached to the related bibliography. Another important 

issue about samples management is concerning their names in other 

databases or collections. Romano et al. (2005) shows that problems related to 

strain names can arise when integrating databases or comparing the same 

strain in different collections. To provide an efficient identification of the 

strains, LabControl creates a unique identifier to each strain using the 

collection abbreviation plus a numeric identifier and enables users to store 

other collections’ names. It solves the problem of strain names to integrate 

databases by allowing samples to be associated with multiple collections’ 
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names. Additionally, it facilitates future comparisons among collections and 

saves researchers efforts to that purpose. In addition to that, multi-derivate 

tracking (RHOADS et al., 2014) is supported by this system. It allows 

researchers to link one sample to another, for example, when one derivates 

from the other such as in mutation studies. When there is just one derivation, 

it can be recorded in the “old strain code” feature, and when the sample 

comes from more derivations it is possible to store this as an additional 

characteristic of the sample. Considering taxonomic nomenclature, 

LabControl suggests the already used names to help in the nomenclature 

standardization. This can be a big problem if each user registers 

Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis in a different way (C. 

pseudotuberculosis, Coryne pseudotuberculosis, C. pseudo, etc.) because 

the system will not be able to recognize all of them as the same organism. 

This problem was clearly noticed when observing researchers’ routine and in 

the interviews, and It was also reported by RHOADS et al. (2014). To solve 

that, LabControl always suggests the already stored possibilities and allows 

the user to create a new option if it is necessary. The presence of biological 

collection metadata together with sequence data and metadata, as it is 

presented by LabControl, allows more comprehensive analysis to be done 

(ROMANO et. al., 2005; KRYPEDES et al., 2014; CASAREGOLA et al., 

2016). Features such as pathogenicity and the health conditions of the host 

can contribute to the sequence analysis, and the techniques used in assembly 

and annotation can explain some bias in the final DNA sequence.  

 

(d) Sample tracking: LabControl presents sample tracking by a tracking number 

and a visualization of the used freezers. Those can be registered with the 

internal characteristics (number of floors, shelves, drawers and boxes), which 

gives a flexibility to store information about different models of freezers 

without changing the software. It is known that biological collections can be 

physically stored in places other than freezers; the implementation of this 

possibility can be hereafter done. This approach was chosen to be firstly 

implemented (based on the interviews) because it is a really common 

approach and it was the necessity of the host laboratory. Nevertheless, any 
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structure that presents floors, shelves, drawers and boxes can be represented 

by the system in a general way. The presence of a sample tracking number 

shows the localization of a sample by number and facilitates to find samples 

in the freezer. Tracking samples is an essential feature of a LIMS designed to 

deal with biological collections (GRIMES & HANLEE, 2014; LIST et al., 2014), 

and helps the researchers to organize and find the samples, saving time and 

effort.  

 

(e) Sample receipt and sending (flow) support: LabControl manages samples 

coming in or out of the laboratory, which is considered essential (WFCC, 

2010; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013). If it is not controlled, samples can 

arrive in the laboratory and not be analyzed or, worse, they can be lost; when 

going to other labs, the same scenery can occur, and it can cause damage to 

both laboratories involved (e.g. financial losses or the loss of a unique sample 

which cannot be recovered).  

 

(f) Sample collections international guidelines and genomic data patterns: 

Considering the bibliographic research done to this work, no open-source 

microbiology LIMS focused on NGS and samples uses data patterns. In 

LabControl’s requirements elicitation phase, WFCC, SBM and GSC were 

considered to create a data model according to the patterns. The accordance 

with these patterns increases the usability of the generated data, facilitating 

further studies and reducing effort to deposit data on public databases 

(BROOKSBANK and QUACKENNBUSH, 2006; FIELD et al., 2008). The idea 

of patterns in the LIMS turns the laboratories into standardized ones and 

supports the construction of a standardized genomic community. As an effort 

to the standardization, LabControl supports this idea through an easy and 

user-friendly way to store, manage and easily recover standardized 

information about microbial strains and NGS data. 

 

(g) Bibliography support: LabControl meets the requirement of support 

bibliography related to the stored samples. Besides the importance stated in 

the literature (PRASAD & BODHE, 2012; TAGGER, 2011; CASAREGOLA et 
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al., 2016), during the interviews it was noticed that keeping the produced 

bibliography linked to the strains can help in the production of new works by 

easily recovering the produced or relevant bibliography about a strain of 

interest. This approach can save scientists great amounts of effort; those can, 

instead of digging into public repositories or asking other researchers to send 

their works, just search in the software and recover the bibliography about the 

strain.  

 

(h) Web-based software: The evaluated software meets the requirement of being 

a web-enabled system, allowing information to be available in the click of a 

button, and relevant data to be readily shared with other scientists, facilitating 

information access and collaboration among researchers. It can hasten 

studies results, considering that the time of the researcher will be better 

employed than looking for information and trying to share it with other 

scientists. Saving efforts from researchers make them more productive and 

free to focus on more interesting things than how to share or carry information 

(QUO et al., 2005; DUBEY et al., 2012; LIST et al., 2014). Also, it is well 

known and confirmed by the interviews that researchers study both in and out 

of the laboratory, so having information available with no effort can facilitate 

their lives. 

 

(i) Genomic data support: As it was explained by Grimes & Hanlee (2014) and 

Perez-Arriaga (2015), genomic data can be difficult to manage without 

information systems. LabControl supports general genomic workflow 

(sequencing, assembly, annotation and submission to public databases) by a 

comprehensive storage and recover interface, and other in silico analysis can 

be stored as SOP usage. As it can be seen in the literature (EDWARDS & 

HOLT, 2013; YANDELL & ENCE, 2012) as well as in interviews and 

observation, annotation is a decisive, yet sometimes underestimated process 

to genome analysis. The metadata regarding this process is very important to 

further comparative genomic studies, which normally uses the annotated 

genes to compare genomes. The software used to annotation as well as the 

databases can influence in the results, and knowing what was used can solve 
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some issues or give the path to new annotations. Besides that, it is common 

bioinformaticians standardize the annotations before starting comparative 

genomic studies, as it was done by (COSTA, 2015). The knowledge of the 

annotation metadata allows the researchers to not lose the information about 

how a genome was annotated and avoid unnecessary harmonization, as well 

as guide future annotations and standardizations. The stored metadata about 

annotation can address all these issues. Besides, Field et al. (2005) states 

that the availability of genomics metadata allows researchers to analyze a 

richer set of information and take most comprehensive conclusions, 

considering that genomic features can be explained, associated or interpreted 

based on the referred metadata. 

 

(j) Reports support: Through the interviews and observation, it was noticed that 

reports represent a way to extract information out of the system and, 

consequently, share it or use it in a different system as well as out of the 

computer; those are considered essential to LIMS (LIST et al., 2014; ALLER 

& SALAZAR, 2016). LabControl meets the requirement of reports support by 

giving the possibility to extract the queries done in the system as PDFs or 

excel files. It gives freedom for the users to create their own reports based on 

the system’s queries, but also limits the user to them. Even without total 

freedom to create reports, this approach is far better than just having some 

ready models that cannot be changed or adapted to the users’ necessities. 

This feature can be easily enhanced if it is noticed that more customized 

reports are required. 

 

(k) Security: Security is one of the major concerns when building information 

systems to be used in microbiological laboratories, as well as to any 

laboratory (SEPULVEDA et al., 2013; RHOADS et al., 2014; BLAZEK et al., 

2015). In accordance with this, LabControl was developed using Spring 

Security framework to guarantee the authentication of users and the 

authorized access to the system resources. This framework has been used by 

thousands of projects around the world, including governmental and military 

systems. The major advantage of using a well known and recognized security 
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framework is that it has been used for years in the most diverse projects. This 

is far more secure than building new security solutions that may be error-

prone and would be tested in this software by the first time ever. In addition, a 

community of expert developers is involved in the solution of any problem that 

may appear in the framework (LUCKOW & MELO, 2010; SERRANO et al., 

2015). LabControl’s security is based on three user types: administrator, 

researcher and guest. This approach allows data to be only deleted by 

administrators, who are supposed to be senior researches with a good notion 

of responsibility and comprehension of the research. To guest users, it is only 

allowed to visualize data. These roles are generic and can be applied to any 

microbiology laboratory; if there is need to different roles, it can be easily 

added in the system. The used approach meets the security requirements 

stated in the introduction of this work, and due to the usage of Spring 

Security. it is easily adaptable to new roles. Besides, Spring’s access control 

lists can be used to a more customized role definition if it is hereafter required. 

 

(l) Audit-logging: LabControl maintains a history about all modifications in the 

database associated with the user who did the modification, and in case of 

deletions, activations and deactivations the reason of the action is stored as 

well. This approach is important for information to not be lost and for mistakes 

to be found (LIST et al., 2014; GRIMES & HANLEE, 2014). In the history, all 

the changes in the database can be seen; it allows researchers to track 

modifications in the data in case of wrongly changed information or, even, if 

there is a suspicion of data manipulation. This approach enhances the 

security in case of system invasion or malicious use of some username and 

password because the changes are going to be safe and it can be hereafter 

analyzed. 

 

 In addition to the stated features, another important feature of the system is 

the ability to store collaborators. Through the observation and interviews that were 

done, it was noticed that storing people who participate in the activities is also 

important. We noticed that if it is not stored, the one who applied the techniques can 

be easily forgotten or mistaken. It is a problem if the laboratory history is wrong, and 
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it also complicates when publishing a study (authors can be forgotten or mistaken). 

Additionally, when it comes to reproduction of the studies, it is important to easily 

solve questions about the experiment. To solve this issue, the system was 

implemented with collaborators registered in almost every modeled process 

(samples isolation, collection, identification, deposit, sequencing, assembly, 

annotation, submission and every applied in silico, in vitro and in vivo technique). 

Besides, it is possible to address the responsible one in each previously named 

process.  

 Considering what was showed in this section, LabControl has been developed 

according to the important features to a microbiological LIMS. A comparison with 

open-source LIMS systems that could be used by microbiological laboratories which 

handle samples and NGS data is shown in Table 5. Among the compared systems, 

LabControl is the unique software that supports all the features, contrasting the 

others. Thus, this software gathers all the features and facilitates researchers’ life 

through a unique LIMS, which makes all information available in one place. 
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Table 5 – LIMS comparison.  

References: BikaLIMS12, openBIS ELN-LIMS (BARILLARI et al., 2016), Omics metadata 
management software (PEREZ-ARRAIGA et al., 2015) 

 BikaLIMS LabControl openBIS ELN-
LIMS 

Omics metadata 
management software 

Open-source code ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Documentation ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

Standard operation 
procedures support 

✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

Sample management ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Sample tracking ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ 

Sample receipt and sending 
(flow) support 

✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 

Sample collections 
international guidelines 

✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 

Bibliography support ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

Web-based ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Genomic data support ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Genomic data patterns ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ 

Reports support ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Security ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Audit-logging ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ 

 

Symbols meanings: 

✘ - not informed    ✘- not implemented  ✔- fully implemented 

 

  Besides the previously presented advantages, some features considered 

important by other authors are not addressed in this software, such as data analysis, 

compatibility with mobile devices, barcodes usage when tracking samples (LIST et 

al., 2014), and financial management (SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013). The lack of 

these features does not reduce LabControl’s usefulness and good impact to the 

researchers that are going to use it. Indeed, the implementation of these features 

can improve the system and benefit the users; those can be hereafter added. The 

fact that the system is open-source, combined with good documentation and an 

easy-to-modify architecture allows those features or others to be easily added by any 

developer with enough knowledge in the used technologies.  

                                            
12 https://www.bikalims.org/ 
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 Another important feature to address in the system is an easy-to-use interface 

(PRASAD & BODHE, 2012; SEPULVEDA & YOUNG, 2013; RHOADS et al., 2014). 

As it is shown in LabControl’s interface to add new collaborators (Figure 15), the 

system has a simple and user-friendly interface; it has been designed to be easy and 

to not tire user’s mind with too much information. This approach facilitates 

researchers’ life, considering that using the system is not one more problem to be 

solved, but a solution to at least part of the management problems in the laboratory. 

 

 

 

Figure 15 – LabControl’s interface to register a new collaborator 

 

6.3. Systems’ architecture and implementation evaluation 

 

 LabControl was developed with modern and reliable technologies, which are 

developed and maintained by the experts in their area: Spring Framework, Spring 

Security, AngularJS, Hibernate, Boot Strap and Spring Boot (SERRANO et al., 2015; 

RADFORD, 2015; WALLS, 2016; FISHER & MURPHY, 2016). Furthermore, it is 

based on MVC architectural pattern, which provides low coupling between the layers 

and is widely used in web development. Low coupling is considered a good 

programming practice that enhances code maintainability (LUCKOW & MELO, 2010; 

SOMMERVILLE, 2011), which is an important feature to LIMS. In these systems, 

requirements can easily change due to science advances, demanding software 

maintenance, and the system can be used by other laboratories which have different 
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needs and would add new functionalities to it. The possibility of easily changing the 

database or the way that the data is presented without ruining the entire system is 

highly desirable and implemented in LabControl; flexibility in database 

implementation is considered important by List et al. (2014). 

 The usage of RESTful communication between view and controller layers 

provides decoupling between those; this allows the implementation of one layer to be 

changed without changing the other layer. Additionally, the RESTful service allows 

other visualization forms to be easily added (SOMMERVILLE, 2011; SAUDATE, 

2013), for example just creating a mobile or tablet app able to communicate with the 

service. Hibernate usage to object-relational mapping confers to the system the 

possibility of changing databases with just configuration adjustments in the model 

layer and no modification in the other layers, which is a great advantage considering 

easy maintenance and low coupling.  

  Furthermore, the usage of an architectural pattern facilitates the 

comprehension of the code (SOMMERVILLE, 2011), considering that it is organized 

according to a well known pattern and, if the developer is aware of the pattern, it is 

easy to understand the layers, their purpose and how they interact. Frameworks 

usage provides the same facility to developers, who understanding the framework 

would understand the software. To frameworks, documentation and examples of use 

are abundant in the internet and books.  

 Another relevant feature of LabControl’s architecture is to be platform 

independent, which is considered important to LIMS by Prasad and Bodhe (2012). 

This feature confers more possibilities to the system to be used and attend the 

operation systems requirements of the laboratories; in academic environment, it is 

not feasible to change the server’s operating system to support a given software.  

 Considering LabControl’s implementation, a relevant feature is that it has 

been done incrementally, which is part of the agile methodologies of software 

process. According to Wilson et al. (2014), making incremental changes in the 

software is considered a good practice to scientific software development, which 

increases the productivity and facilitates error correction.  

 In a general vision, LabControl’s architecture and implementation are based 

on software development, LIMS development and scientific computing good 

practices (SOMMERVILLE, 2011; PRASAD & BODHE, 2012; WILSON et al., 2014; 
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LIST et al., 2014; SERRANO et al., 2015; RADFORD, 2015; WALLS, 2016; FISHER 

& MURPHY, 2016). Easy maintainability and extension of the system are provided 

by MVC and frameworks usage, which is considered appropriate to LIMS due to the 

fact that system’s adaptation is a difficult and time consuming task that can be 

facilitated by the designed architecture. Furthermore, frameworks usage is a benefit 

to LIMS systems due to its reliability and developmental community support 

(SOMMERVILLE, 2011; WEISSMANN, 2014; LIST et al., 2014).   
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES  

 

 Nowadays, management of NGS and biological collections data is an 

important concern due to the huge amounts of data that must be handled, causing 

financial and organizational damages to academic laboratories that are not able to 

afford a commercial solution to this issue. LabControl was created to support 

microbiological laboratories which deal with NGS and samples through a 

comprehensive and easy-to-use web system that was engineered based on 

researcher’s opinions, literature and international data patterns. Besides, it has been 

built upon a modern and reliable architecture together with a good requirements 

engineering process. It conferred an important advantage to LabControl, considering 

that according to Prasad and Bodhe (2012) many LIMS fail due to an incorrect vision 

when implementing the system. 

 Although LabControl is specialized in microbiological laboratories which deal 

with samples and NGS data, it can be used by any laboratory due to its possibility to 

handle any type of in silico, in vivo and in vitro experiments. This fact expands 

LabControl’s potential users and allows it to support more researchers or 

laboratories.  

 As a perspective, LabControl’s implementation has to be finished. As it was 

explained in the section 5.2 of this work, the functionalities of the system can be 

divided into general, NGS and biologic collection functionalities; the general and 

biologic collection ones are implemented, except by reports, and the NGS ones are 

going to be implemented.  

 After implementation, tests are going to be run. LabControl will be tested by 

the host laboratory (LGCM) and released to be tested by other laboratories as well. 

This approach will ensure that the implemented features can completely support 

microbiology laboratories that deal with samples collections and NGS data. As a 

result of testing, new features can be added or old features can be modified in 

accordance with the researchers’ feedback.  

 Considering that LabControl’s maintenance was a concern when developing 

the software, it was designed to be easily modified (see 6.6 System’s architecture 

evaluation). This facilitates modifications or adaptations, not only benefiting system 
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testing and adaptations, but also giving the possibility for other laboratories to easily 

modify the software to meet their specific needs.    
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APPENDIX I – FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS TABLE 

 

Code Requirement Priority 

RF001 Register collaborator Essential 

RF002 Modify collaborator Essential 

RF003 Deactivate collaborator Essential 

RF004 Visualize a collaborator Essential 

RF005 Visualize all collaborators Essential 

RF006 Generate reports about collaborators Desirable 

RF007 Register user Essential 

RF008 Modify user Essential 

RF009 Deactivate user Essential 

RF010 Visualize a user Essential 

RF011 Visualize all users Essential 

RF012 Generate reports about users Desirable 

RF013 Register laboratory Essential 

RF014 Modify laboratory Essential 

RF015 Deactivate laboratory Essential 

RF016 Visualize a laboratory Essential 

RF017 Visualize all laboratories Essential 

RF018 Generate reports about laboratories Desirable 

RF019 Register strain Essential 

RF020 Modify strain Essential 

RF021 Exclude strain Essential 

RF022 Visualize a strain Essential 

RF023 Visualize all strains Essential 

RF024 Generate reports about strains Desirable 

RF025 Register bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF026 Edit bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF027 Exclude bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF028 Download bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF029 Visualize a bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF030 Visualize all bibliographic production related to strain Important 

RF031 Register the receipt of a strain Essential 

RF032 Modify the receipt of a strain Essential 

RF033 Exclude the receipt of a strain Essential 

RF034 Register the send of a strain Essential 

RF035 Modify the send of a strain Essential 

RF036 Exclude the send of a strain Essential 

RF037 Register technique Essential 

RF038 Modify technique Essential 

RF039 Exclude technique Essential 

RF040 Visualize a technique Essential 
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RF041 Visualize all techniques Essential 

RF042 Register the application of a technique to a strain Essential 

RF043 Modify the application of a technique to a strain Essential 

RF044 Exclude the application of a technique to a strain Essential 

RF045 Visualize the techniques applied to a strain Essential 

RF046 Visualize the techniques applied during a time period Desirable 

RF047 
Visualize the techniques applied to a strain during a 

time period 
Important 

RF048 
Generate a report with the techniques applied to a 

strain 
Desirable 

RF049 
Generate a report with the techniques applied during a 

time period 
Desirable 

RF050 
Generate a report with the techniques applied to a 

strain during a time period 
Desirable 

RF051 Register a freezer Essential 

RF052 Modify a freezer Essential 

RF053 Exclude a freezer Essential 

RF054 Visualize a freezer Essential 

RF055 Visualize all freezers Essential 

RF056 Generate reports about freezers Desirable 

RF057 Register the sequencing of a strain Essential 

RF058 Modify  the sequencing of a strain Essential 

RF059 Exclude  the sequencing of a strain Essential 

RF060 Visualize  the sequencing of a strain Essential 

RF061 Visualize the sequencings of a strain Essential 

RF062 
Visualize the sequencings that occurred during a time 

period 
Desirable 

RF063 Generate reports about the sequencing of a strain Desirable 

RF064 
Generate reports about the sequencings that occurred 

during a time period 
Desirable 

RF065 Register the assembly of a strain Essential 

RF066 Modify the assembly of a strain Essential 

RF067 Exclude the assembly of a strain Essential 

RF068 Visualize the assembly of a strain Essential 

RF069 Visualize all assemblies of a strain Essential 

RF070 
Visualize the assemblies that occurred during a time 

period 
Desirable 

RF071 Generate reports about the assemblies of a strain Desirable 

RF072 
Generate reports about the assemblies that occurred 

during a time period 
Desirable 

RF073 Register the final sequence of the genome Essential 

RF074 Modify the final sequence of the genome Essential 

RF075 Exclude the final sequence of the genome Essential 

RF076 Visualize the final sequence of a genome Essential 

RF077 Visualize the genomes that have a final sequence Important 

RF078 Generate reports about final sequences Desirable 

RF079 Register the annotation of a genome Essential 
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RF080 Modify the annotation of a genome Essential 

RF081 Exclude the annotation of a genome Essential 

RF082 Visualize the annotation of a genome Essential 

RF083 Visualize all genome that have annotation Important 

RF084 
Register a software to be used in the annotation or in 

the assembly of a genome 
Essential 

RF085 
Modify a software to be used in the annotation or in the 

assembly of a genome 
Essential 

RF086 
Exclude a software to be used in the annotation or in 

the assembly of a genome 
Essential 

RF087 Visualize a software Essential 

RF088 Visualize all software Essential 

RF089 Generate reports about software Desirable 

RF090 
Register the submission/deposit of a genome to a 

public database 
Essential 

RF091 
Modify the submission/deposit of a genome to a public 

database 
Essential 

RF092 
Exclude the submission/deposit of a genome to a 

public database 
Essential 

RF093 
Visualize a genome submitted or to be submitted to a 

public database 
Essential 

RF094 
Visualize the genomes submitted or to be submitted to 

a public database 
Essential 

RF095 
Generate reports about genomes submitted or to a 

public database 
Desirable 

RF096 
Register a publication related to one or more genomes 

deposited in a public database 
Essential 

RF097 
Modify a publication related to one or more genomes 

deposited in a public database 
Essential 

RF098 
Exclude a publication related to one or more genomes 

deposited in a public database 
Essential 

RF099 
Visualize a publication related to one or more 

genomes deposited in a public database 
Essential 

RF100 
Visualize all publications related to one or more 

genomes deposited in a public database 
Essential 

RF101 
Visualize the genomes and their respective status in 

the NGS analysis 
Important 

RF102 Visualize the history of actions of the LabControl Essential 
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APPENDIX II – LABCONTROL’S INTERFACE ADDITIONAL FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 16 -Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing taxonomic information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17 - Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing information about other 
characteristics  
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Figure 18- Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing extrachromosomal 
information  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 - Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing collection information 
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Figure 20 - Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing isolation information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 - Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing growth information 
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Figure 22 - Screen used to register a strain in LabControl showing preservation information 
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APPENDIX III – SOFTWARE REGISTRATION 

 

 


